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💣CoverUp💣 

 

Mueller’s Team is seething as their �ndings are far more damaging for Trump than

Barr revealed.  

 

SCO had prepared their own summaries of their �ndings that Barr willfully

suppressed & instead substituted his own far more �attering summation in the 4

page letter.
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💣CoverUp2💣 

 

The normally silent OSC clearly felt Barr mischaracterized their findings to the extent they felt the need

to send a warning shot across the bow. 

 

Why did Barr mischaracterized OSC’s findings?  

 

Manipulate the narrative? 

 

Suppress the truth to the American public?
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💣CoverUp3💣 

 

📌The SCO’s investigators had already written multiple summaries of the report, and some believe Barr

should have included more of their material in the 4-page letter  

 

📌Kush identified as senior WH official whose security clearance was denied by career officials.
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💣CoverUp4💣 

 

📌The Miami Herald reveals a counterintelligence investigation into Chinese operations directed at Mar-

a-Lago 

 

📌Nuclear regulators were unaware (WTF!) of transfer of sensitive technical information re nuclear

reactors to Saudi Arabia by Rick Perry’s DOE.
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💣CoverUp5💣 

 

📌📌Deutsche Bank's US Unit Kept Danske's Shady Billions Flowing 

 

📌Ex-workers say scrutiny of individual clients was discouraged 

 

📌DB lender’s US subsidiary draws focus of Fed regulators 

 

📌House Ways & Means Chair writes IRS demanding 6 years of Trump tax returns
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💣CoverUp6💣 

 

📌The Investigation into Trump & Deutsche Bank is now the focus of a Federal Reserve probe into the

Danske affair. #Estonia #DanskeBank #Magnitsky 

 

📌German lender’s U.S. subsidiary draws focus of Fed regulators 

 

Tax firm asks for subpoena b/4 providing Trump docs
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💣CoverUp7💣 
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📌Panama Papers Helps Recover More Than $1.2 Billion Around The World 

 

📌Top Trump Organization executive stepping down 

 

📌Bernie Sanders staff shake-up: Top strategists Tad Devine, Mark Longabaugh and Julian Mulvey part

ways.
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💣CoverUp8💣 

 

Ex-CIA Officer Convicted of Conspiring W/ China Faces Sentencing 

 

WhatsApp Adds Tip Line to Fight Misinformation in India 

 

Prosecutors Allege That Manafort’s Ex-Son-In-Law Violated His Plea Deal 

 

📌Senate Republicans trigger ‘nuclear option’ to speed Trump nominees
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💣CoverUp9💣 

 

Trump now says Congress must act to keep southern border open 

 

Preet Bharara considered taping Trump because 'the man lies' 

 

📌Tony Blair Testifies About Murdoch’s Influence 

 

📌NC GOP chairman indicted in campaign finance bribery scheme 

#TipofIceberg #Ground0
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